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The Art & Industry Festival will take everyday objects and activity and
infuse them with industry and art; for example, an Industrial Fashion
Parade will open the festival on 18 Nov 2016. Designers, inspired by the
architecture and artefacts of local industry, will create couture combined
with photography, dance and performance; a celebration of the transformation
of everyday clothing into wearable artworks.
The Open Day Program will invite people behind the high fences of
local industries to observe the functional industrial design that produces
items for our daily lives.
Tales in Trucks is a work created by Di Cunningham. Di will record herself
and her father reflecting on experiences they shared when she was a child
in his truck as they carted plastic making materials to and from the Altona
petrol refinery. Audience members will climb into a truck cabin, sit and listen
to the narrative. This will be featured at the Spark Family Fun Night 25 Nov
at Seaworks Williamstown.
In line with the Festival ethos and to
express ideas of purity and functionality,
the story must be authentic. A real
truck driver and his daughter telling
genuine stories of lived experience.
The audience will have a true experience of sitting in a physical working
truck. For the work to be art, the
soundtrack must engage the audience,
move and entertain them and tell
them something surprising about the
nature of this work and the family.
The audience should be moved and
extended in some way.
The first Art & Industry Festival takes
place from 18-27 November 2016.
It will then be presented biennially
to allow two years of authentic
engagement by the community,
industry and artists in the creative
development of challenging, complex
ideas and high quality projects.

artandindustryfestival.com.au
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bin

dixon-ward
The Captain’s Daughter is a collection of contemporary
jewellery that reflects memories of a seafaring
Captain’s daughter. Displayed among the historic
maritime collection of Seaworks in Williamstown,
the exhibition draws a connection between historic
artefacts, contemporary jewellery, digital technologies
and a personal experience of life at sea. Using
3D printing and 3D modelling software, Bin DixonWard’s jewellery recalls the sensations and objects
that define her own seafaring experiences.
My father was a seafarer from the time he was
a 13 year-old boy who left his family home on the
coast of England to attend sea school on HMS
Conway moored off the coast in northern Wales.
From that point he spent most of his life on the
water coming ashore only for leave or to study
for further qualifications.
In reflecting on Dad’s life it seems that the one
constant was movement. Whether it be the gentle
rolling of the ship in a light swell or the terrifying
pitching and yawing in heavy seas with massive
waves crashing over the decks. Even when tied up in
port the ship lurches as cargo is loaded and unloaded.
The ship’s engines and generator produce a constant
vibration unnoticed until you step ashore and the
ground feels unmoving and your legs feel like lead.
Shipping is about the movement of people and
commodities around the world, whether it be swanky
cruise liners, massive container carriers or humble
coastal traders. These ships are vehicles for motion.
Dad’s life was about movement, moving away from
his parents and sister at a young age; setting up a
home for his wife and daughters on the other side of
the world in Melbourne; constantly moving from port
to port and country to country. Even when he was on
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shore leave he would return to the sea. In his younger years on
sailing yachts he built himself and later when he retired with
the scale models of the ships he sailed.
The world was Dad’s work place and the sea his master.
Because Dad was not home often, our family had time together
where we could, at sea. We spent our school holidays at sea,
long weeks at sea punctured by 1or 2 days in port, Pusan,
Hong Kong, Osaka, Keelung, Kobe, Manilla, Kaohsiung, Auckland,
Yokohama, Wellington, Sydney, Brisbane were all familiar
destinations. However the enduring memories are of being on
the ship at sea are ones around the movement of the ship in
the water. The constant vibration of the engines created the
background for everything that happened on the ship. The ship
was in a constant state of movement. A special day was when
the sea was calm enough to walk up to the bow and peer down
to the point where the ship and the water first meet. The massive
power of the ship ploughing through the sea was thrilling. A
bow wave would rise alongside the hull and undulate along the
sides of the ship until it formed a long white tail which would
follow the ship as evidence of its passage through time.
At times the sea was calm and passage was smooth at others
massive swells would toss (by toss, I mean hurtle with bone
shuddering force) the ship forward and back and side to side.

The sea never resting, these rough days were long and vomitus.
I will never forget one terrible afternoon heading toward
Wellington, as I looked out the cabin port hole, all I could see
was the awful metallic grey/green of the stormy swell, no sky,
no horizon, just seawater. My cabin was 5 stories up!
The Captain’s Daughter captures some of these feelings
of movement of ships at sea and in port.

EVENT DETAILS

THE CAPTAIN’S DAUGHTER

SPARK FAMILY NIGHT
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Seaworks Maritime Precinct,
82 Nelson Place, Williamstown
Fri 25 Nov, 6:30-10:00pm
Gold coin donation
Suitable for children aged 5 and over
Food trucks, drinks and bar all on site.

STOP

PRESS

Opening Event:
Thu 24 Nov, 6:00-8:00pm
Exhibition Hours:
Fri 25 Nov, 6.30-10:00pm
Sun 27 Nov, 11:00am -4:00pm
Wed 30 Nov, 11:00am-4:00pm
FREE

Diary Notes

We hope you all saw the wraparound featuring the festival
program in the Star Weekly on Tue 1 November and the
feature article in M Magazine as part of the Sunday Age
on Sun 5 Nov. • Our fabulous festival program, designed
by local designer Megan Slattery is now out and available
from local libraries and community centers. It is also on
the festival website. Be sure to read it from cover to cover
and book tickets where advised.

artandindustryfestival.com.au

Seaworks Museum,
Seaworks Maritime Precinct,
82 Nelson Place, Williamstown
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The Art & Industry Festival takes place
from Fri 18 to Sun 27 November, 2016

Website

The Art & Industry Festival is live.
Visit us and sign up for our newsletter.
artandindustryfestival.com.au/contact/
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